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History – Sustainable healthcare for 15 years
• Sustainable Healthcare by Sweden in London, 
Berlin, Oslo, Copenhagen
• CleanMed Europe in Malmö 2012
• Different international collaborations and 
boards
• Working with Nordic hospitals, but also in UK, 
Taiwan, US etc
• Big international and Nordic network
Innovation agenda 2015 – start of NCSH
• Swedish hospitals and regions are very forward 
• The Nordics are world leaders and a link to 
research and innovation.
• Conclusion: Sweden is too small. We need to 





The Nordic Center for Sustainable Healthcare aims to:
the status and awareness of sustainable healthcareRaise
innovation and investments in sustainable healthcareBoost
world class solutions and ideas to the NordicsBring
Nordic solutions & knowledge to the worldDeliver
What we at NCSH adress
• Energy efficiency in healthcare- and 
hospital buildings
• Hazardous substances in medical devices
• Transportation in healthcare
• Climate impact from healthcare operations
• Supply chain management and human 
rights in the supply chain
• Reduction of dangerous chemicals
• Improving the sustainability performance 
in Med Tech and Life Science
• Waste water treatment and water 
management
• Single-use items
• Green building design
• Pharmaceuticals in the environment
• Waste management and waste reduction
• Infectious waste treatment
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• 14-15 November 2018
• Sustainable healthcare as a leverage for 
smart and circular cities.
• Swedish, Danish, Norwegian and 
Finnish embassies
• Afeka Institute of Circular Engineering
• Energy, healthcare and innovation 
ministries in Israel 
Nordic white paper on 
sustainable healthcare
• Part of the Nordic Prime Minister initiative on targeting 
the SDG:s.









Internationalisation of innovation clusters 
International 




Plan: joint projects 
with partners in the 
Nordics - France - Italy 
- UK - Israel 
Nordic Conference on Sustainable Healthcare 2019 
Probably Helsinki or Oslo 
New hospital in 
Grønnköpingkið 
city
• 453 000 inhabitants – 1,5 million in 
the region
• University hospital
• Totally new on a new location
• ER, maternity ward etc
• Planning to be built in 2021
Will be the greenest hospital in the 
world with state of the art solutions
All solutions must exist in a Nordic 




Why are the Nordics 
frontrunners?
Can others learn something?
Culture – Politics -
Legislations
We want to do the right things
Everyone has a relation to nature
First EPA in the world – long traditions
Trust – Nordics have trust in the state and in 
each other
Strong legislations 
Politicians can make unpleasant decisions
- The most expensive gas in the 
world?
- EU´s toughest EU laws?
Hospitals at the forefront
• Public procurement is a strong tool
• Management – sustainability is present
• Organisation – from environmental managers to 250 
environmental coordinators
• Systems for environmental performance:
• Environmental management systems – structure -
Chemical management systems
• Statistics on almost everything
• Testbeds – Innovation procurement etc
• Reports
System solutions




• National recycling programs
• Regional biogas digestion






• CleanTech with solutions for healthcare
• Medtech with good environmental
performance
• Outside hospital technology – waste
water treatment – energy etc.
• Authorities promote and fund 
innovations, testbeds etc.
• Sustainable healthcare is identified as 1 
of 4 export strongholds
Holistic - circular
• Most hospitals work with all environmental
issues
• Understanding of end of life – supply chain
etc




• The Nordics are most likely world leaders in Sustainable 
Healthcare
• How do we export that knowledge?
• How much is built into the society – system solutions etc?
• No one can act alone – we need solutions and ideas from 
others
• MedTech & Life Science are lacking behind
• Companies are a key factor to success
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Procurement ans supply chain management
Reduction of pharmaceuticals in the environment
Investments Status Importance
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